BYNUM LEADS BOOGERS BEAT BARONS, BUSTERS

By BUDDY HERZ

Another week has passed and again this crudity goes on. Eight games were unraveled in three leagues as the Rice intramural football program got well under way. This column is beginning to sound sporty.

The Barons vs. The Cabrones
In the Thursday League the Barons defeated the Cabrones (wonder what that word means) 6-0 with Ray Bynum crossing the goal. The Tomcats knocked off the Wiry Ones 12-6 and also crossed up the Cutters (Hmmm) 13-0.

Also Boogie’s Boogers defeated the Brockbusters 12-0 as Don Erskine hit to Dave Willis and Bill Murphy.

Leftovers vs. Panders
In the Friday League the Leftovers beat the Panders 12-0, Sam’s Scrubs upset the Ragnots 33-0 and came from behind to win a 48-0 squeaker over the Studs.

In the game of the week, the Bullshooters roared to a convincing 7-2 triumph over the Blivits. D. G. Kobs pitched to Ben Langford for the Bull T.D. and Len Cargill got the PAT. The Blivits score came when yours truly centered the ball over Kobs’ head in the end zone.

The Super Frosh
In the Saturday League for first year things, The Super Frosh with Jim Orchard downed the Green Eagles 6-0. The Big Red also knocked over the Buzzards 13-7 with Ron Marshall studding.

Today’s games feature the Studs and the Ragnots, the Panders and the Blivits and in the game of the year Sam’s Scrubs play host to the mighty Bullshooters.

On the Finer Side
On the finer side of things Queen Hahamis got some results from her fine brood. The Terrified Transfers passed the Frantic Frosh 11-6, 8-14, and 9-6.

Jazzy Jets
Garnett’s Gals got past the Jazzy Jets, 9-11, 12-8, and 15-3.

The Pooped Pros looked like the team to watch as they smacked the VCLS 15-7 and 15-4. Everybody and Linda Velbrick looked good for the Pros.

OWLS vs. PALS
The Owls knocked off that drinkable team the Pals, 15-4 and 15-5. Helen Morgan and Jenny Roddie — two ex-Flirty Frosh — helped out while Nancy Mauney and Shirley Baca tried hard for the losers.

Well, that’s it — not too much crudity this time. But we’re saving up. Note to Jones College: Keep your chickens out of my bed — especially if it’s a hen.